
 



 
 
 
 

 

2017 Midwest Summer Conference 

June 8-10 ~ UC Clermont College 
A collaboration between McMicken College of Arts & Sciences, UC Blue Ash, and UC Clermont College 

 
 

Conference Program 
 

Thursday, June 8 
8:00-8:30 AM Registration and Breakfast (Snyder 142) 

8:30-11:45 AM AM Workshops 
 
Crossing Over: Helping Students Move from Academic to Professional 
Writers – Dr. Kathi Yancey (McDonough 205) 
 
 
Bringing Your Best Self to the Online Writing Classroom – Dr. Scott 
Warnock (McDonough 210) 

11:45-1:00 PM Lunch (Snyder 142) 

1:00-4:15 PM PM Workshops 
 
Crossing Over: Helping Students Move from Academic to Professional 
Writers – Dr. Kathi Yancey (McDonough 205) 

 
Diversity in the Online Environment – Dr. Scott Warnock (McDonough 
210) 
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Friday, June 9  

8:00-8:45 AM Registration and Breakfast 
Student Activities Center – (SAC) 

8:45-9:15 AM Opening Remarks: Dr. Jeffrey C. Bauer, Dean of UC Clermont College 
and UC Clifton Representative 

9:30-10:10 AM Session I 

10:20-11:00 AM Session II 

11:10 – 11:50 AM Session III 

12:00 – 12:30 PM Lunch (SAC) 

12:45 – 1:40 PM Keynote:  Dr. Kathleen Yancey (SAC) 

1:40 – 2:10 PM Onsite Visits: Writing Lab, ePortfolios (TLC), Publisher tables 

2:20 – 3:00 PM Session IV 

3:10 – 3:50 PM Session V 
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Saturday, June 10  

8:00-8:30 AM Registration and Breakfast (SAC) 

8:30-9:30 AM Keynote:  Dr. Amanda Hayes (SAC) 

9:40-10:20 AM Session I 

10:30-11:10 AM Session II 

11:20 – 12:00 PM Session III 

12:10 – 12:40 PM Lunch (SAC) 

12:40 – 1:10 PM Publisher tables (SAC) 

1:20 – 2:00 PM Session IV 

2:10 – 2:50 PM Session V 

3:00 – 3:40 PM Session VI 
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CCCC 2017 Midwest Summer Conference presents: 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Dr. Kathleen Yancey 
			Thursday workshops 

Friday Keynote 
		

		

Dr. Kathleen Blake Yancey is Kellogg W. Hunt 
Professor of English and Distinguished Research 
Professor at Florida State University. She has served in 
several leadership roles, including as President of the 
National Council of Teachers of English; as Chair of 
the Conference on College Composition and 
Communication; and as President of the Council of 
Writing Program Administrators. Co-founder and Co- 
editor of the journal Assessing Writing, she is also immediate 
Past Editor of College Composition and Communication, and she 
co-founded and co-directs the Inter/National Coalition for 
Electronic Portfolio Research, a research network bringing 
together over 60 institutions worldwide to document the 
learning represented in electronic portfolios. She has 
consulted with and given workshops at over 125 institutions 
in the US and on four continents, and she has authored, 
edited, or co-edited 13 scholarly books--among them 
Assessing Writing across the Curriculum; Reflection in the Writing 
Classroom; Assembling Composition; and A Rhetoric of Reflection-- 
and over 100 articles and book chapters. An important focus 
of her research is student composing, inside school, across 
the curriculum, in the workplace, and in spaces between. 
Yancey is the recipient of several awards, including the 
Research Impact Award from the Conference on College 
Composition and Communication and the Council of 
Writing Program Administrators Best Book Award for 
Writing across Contexts: Transfer, Composition, and Sites of Writing; 
the FSU Graduate Teaching Award; the Purdue 
Distinguished Woman Scholar Award; and the Donald 
Murray Writing Prize. 
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Dr. Scott Warnock is an associate professor of English and has 
been the Director of the University Writing Program at Drexel 
University since 2011. He is the author of Teaching Writing 
Online: How and Why and numerous chapters and journal 
articles about online learning, computers and writing, and 
education technology. He serves as an editorial reviewer for 
several publishers and journals and has presented and 
conducted workshops, both onsite and online, about teaching 
and technology at national conferences and for many 
institutions. Since 2011, Warnock has served as co-chair of the 
Conference on College Composition and Communication 
(CCCC) Committee for Effective Practices in Online Writing 
Instruction (now a CCCC Standing Group), and he co-authored 
that committee’s spring 2013 Position Statement. Since last 
year, he has also served as the Vice President of the newly 
formed Global Society of Online Literacy Educators. At 
Drexel, he teaches online and hybrid first-year writing and 
courses such as Writing in Cyberspace, The Literature of 
Business, and Writing and Peer Tutoring Workshop. He also 
co-founded Subjective Metrics, Inc. a company created to 
develop Waypoint writing assessment and peer review 
software. He has maintained Online Writing Teacher, a blog 

 

 
 

Dr. Scott Warnock 
Thursday workshops 

 

 
 

Dr. Amanda Hayes 

Saturday Keynote 

 
Dr. Amanda Hayes was born and raised in 
southeastern Ohio, where she grew up on a farm that's 
been in her family for 150 years. Her family's literacy 
practices shaped her interest in Appalachian rhetoric 
and storytelling, which forms the focus of her 
academic work. She earned a BA, MA, and Ph.D. 
from Ohio University in Athens, and is currently an 
assistant professor of English at Kent State- 
Tuscarawas. She is deeply grateful that her education 
and career have allowed her to stay in the hills that 
she loves. 
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Presentation Schedule 

Friday, June 9 

8:00 – 8:45 AM:  Registration and Breakfast Student Activities Center (SAC) Building 

8:45 – 9:15 AM: Opening Remarks: Dr. Jeffrey C. Bauer, Dean of UC Clermont College, 
and UC Clifton Representative 

 
 
9:30 – 10:10 AM – Session 1 

Room # Title/Presenter(s) 
 

 

105 1) Teaching medical writing at the undergraduate level: pilot project reflections– Ana 
Madani, UC Clermont College 

Undergraduate medical writing courses give science and pre-professional majors the opportunity 
to learn about, and begin to produce, the types of documents they will write during their future 
careers. In this talk, Ana Madani provides a review of a pilot medical writing course and 
discusses possible future development. TED-Style Talk 

2) Words of Anger: Post Trauma and Postmemory in the Writings of American-American 
Oral Communication Students — Alan Jozwiak, Chatfield College 

This presentation is an ethnographic study recounting my experiences teaching African- 
American Oral Communication community college students speech writing. In discussing my 
experiences, I will use the concepts of postmemory (Marianne Hirsch) and Post Traumatic Slave 
Syndrome [PTSS] (Joy DeGruy), and finally offer some steps for dealing with post trauma 
students.  TED-Style Talk 

 
 

115 Cross-linguistic Influences in Writing: A Case Study of an Advanced Intermediate L2 
Writer – Wenli Zhang, The Ohio State University 

This single case study of an advanced intermediate L2 writer aims to investigate functions of L1 
in L2 writing process. Findings implicate that L2 writer with higher proficiency level still relies 
on L1 when writing in L2, and L1 provides beneficial mediations with multiple functions during 
L2 writing. Traditional 
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125 Strategies for Sharing the Cultural Capital of Grammar Editing Respectfully and 

Effectively in Composition Classes– Daniel Sansing, Eric Van Hoose, and Ruth 
Benander, UC Blue Ash College 

This presentation describes an exercise designed to teach undergraduate business communication 
students to write email and text messages appropriate for cell phone screens. We describe rubrics 
for organization, argument and visual design, including the use of headings, bullets, and white 
space and share examples of “before and after” student messages. Panel 

 
 
135 E-Z: Using e-Learning Tools to Decenter the Teaching and Learning of Critical Reading 

and Writing – Kim Jacobs-Beck and Elicia Flom, UC Clermont College 

In this demonstration, participants will see an example of an online second-year composition 
course's use of e-learning and will then be invited to create approaches that work well for their 
own pedagogy. Demonstration 

 
 
145 Engaging Reluctant Writers with Video Essays – Cameron Mahoney, UC Clermont 

College 

The purpose of this session is to relate my experience using video essays in composition 
instruction. I will demonstrate sample student video essays, provide resources for video essays to 
pair with traditional reading and writing assignments, and supply handouts with suggested 
assignments, tips, and pitfalls associated video essays in the composition classroom. 

 
 
 
160 Working-Class Students Develop Academic Identities by Writing about Their Lives: 

Multigenre Research Projects– Nancy Mack, Wright State University 

Working-class students often feel that home and school are positioned as oppositional, causing 
much stress and alienation. Multigenre projects invite students to interview and research family 
and community members. Combining several genres enables students to learn essential academic 
skills. Traditional 
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10:20 – 11:10 AM – Session 2 

Room # Title/Presenter(s) 
 

 

105 1) Self-investment in Ethnographic Research: Honoring the Diversity of the Mountain 
Peoples’ Literacy Practices– Sharon Burns, UC Clermont College 

To be successful, unconventional research with diverse populations requires preparation and 
forethought, but some incidents, details, and hurdles cannot be anticipated. This session 
highlights the unique challenges of embarking on ethnographic research with total strangers in an 
unfamiliar setting.  TED-style Talk 

2) Helping Students on the Autism Spectrum with Academic Writing – Elise Geither, 
CWRU 

When it comes to academic work, students with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) often have 
the required knowledge but struggle to get their thoughts down in writing. This presentation will 
offer a practical guide to teaching and improving writing skills in students with ASD to meet 
academic writing standards and prepare for the increased expectations of higher education. It will 
also include teaching tips, insightful student perspectives, and ready-to-use writing exercises. 
TED-style Talk 

 
115 The Promise and Peril of Reflective Writing in Developmental Math, English and First 

Year Experience, Monica Hennessy, Alan Lundstedt, UC Blue Ash 

Reflective writing in eportfolios requires metacognitive awareness, command of language 
structures, and personal value of such action. Beginning the cultivation of reflective writing can 
help a student progress through their developmental program. Placing the reflective writing in 
the context of an eportfolio magnifies the power of the exercise.  Traditional Presentation 

 
125 Using "You-Attitude" in Syllabi to Engage Diverse Learners – Janelle Wiess, University of 

Michigan-Flint 

One of the simplest ways to enhance the success of pedagogy for diverse writers is to improve 
the effectiveness of syllabi. This interactive presentation will show how tenets of business 
writing, such as “you-attitude,” can be applied to help create syllabi that are more student- 
centered, engaging, and inclusive for diverse student populations. Roundtable 

135 Connotative Definitions: Free Verse Poetry as L2 Writing Resource Katie Homar, 
University of Pittsburgh 
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This demonstration focuses on using free verse poetry to strengthen L2 writers’ interpretive and 
invention skills. Drawing on the recent “translingual” turn, it explores poetry as a bridge to 
academic writing for language learners. Participants will read a short contemporary poem and 
compose their own “connotative definition,” using brainstorming exercises. Demonstration 

145 Beyond the Alphabetic Text: Writing Processes for Multimodal/Multimedia Projects with 
MindTap Multimedia Reader– Vanessa Coloura, Audrey Wick, Cengage/Qunicy College 

This interactive demonstration will explore ways to create multimodal projects that engage 
students and enhance their critical thinking and writing skills using MindTap Multimedia 
Reader. Participants will come away with new strategies for teaching the multimodal composing 
process that are easy to customize and implement for their students. Demonstration 

160 Photography and Text can Spark Affective Winds through Burkean Consubstantial 
Experiences of Humanity – Amanda Arp, Iowa State University 

Images and text can work together to create Burkean consubstantiality between the viewer and 
the viewed. By showcasing two key examples from Brandon Stanton’s blog, the Humans of New 
York, the presenter argues that such consubstantial experiences of humanity expand Brunner and 
DeLuca’s theory of affective winds.  Traditional Presentation 

 
 
11:10 – 11:50 AM – Session 3 

 

Room # Title/Presenter(s) 
 

 

105 Students Reclaim Their Voices: Using Student-Directed Choice to Reclaim Linguistic 
Agency - Kristin van Eyk, University of Michigan 

In an educational climate that values efficiency and standardization over process and diversity, 
it is challenging for students to find representations of themselves and to curate their voices. To 
help students reclaim their agency, instructors can use student-directed readings and writings to 
accomplished standardized program goals while also privileging diversity. Roundtable 

115 Diverse Writers: Deaf and Hard of Hearing Students – Kimberly Watson, UC Clermont 
College 

Deaf and Hard of Hearing students are a diverse population with unique needs. They face 
challenges with the English language and need accommodations of which teachers should be 
aware. This presentation will inform and allow for discussion among attendees concerned about 
making classrooms accessible and welcoming to all students. Traditional 
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125 1) “My Teacher Be Flexin!”: The Reasons Why I Write and Perform with My Students – 
Heidi Williams, Tennessee State University 

This ignite-inspired session describes my experience of writing and performing with my students 
and how I witnessed the genre of performance poetry break language tension and close racial 
linguistic divides. 

2) Links: Linked Writing Activities that Make Classes Move – Scott Morgan, Warner 
University 

Brief, varied, and meaningful “linked” activities engage students by incorporating a variety of 
pedagogical methods and modes during a single class session. 

3) Teaching Composition at a Hispanic Serving Institution: Linking Linguistic Practices 
to Multimodal Writing - Jennifer Falcon, University of Texas at El Paso 

This presentation will address how to develop digital literacies for students with varying 
linguistic practices, and demonstrate how students can develop these literacies through short 
multimodal, or micromodal, assignments. 

4) Becoming a Talk Show Host: Using Russell Brand to Introduce the Concept of 
Stakeholder Analysis - Cynthia Ris, University of Cincinnati 

In suggesting that students’ forefront sources in persuasive essays to better present them to their 
readers, using the concept of talk shows can assist students in better appreciating their role in 
organizing, clarifying, analyzing, and synthesizing sources. In addition, attention to genre and 
audience provides fruitful discussion and imaginative consideration of the ethics required of 
rhetors, as well as the risks that might be taken, in promoting controversial issues to diverse 
audiences. 

5) The Eyes Have It: Using Visual Composing Activities to Help Students Analyze - 
Michelle Griegel-McCord, University of Cincinnati 

Grounding her talk in current research and classroom practice, the speaker will discuss various 
visual composing activities to use with students to help them think more deeply and critically 
about controversial topics as well as their own research and data. These visualizations can help 
students see relationships, patterns, and dynamics between components that go beyond just basic 
identification. 

6) Your Institutional Repository: What’s In It For You? - Katie Foran-Mulcahy, UC 
Clermont College 

Your college or university library likely offers a self-submission institutional repository (IR) to 
deposit scholarly works like papers, data, images, and other files. This ignite session will address 
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the “whats” and “whys” of IRs, as well as the question we always seem to be asking ourselves – 
what’s in it for me? 

7) Books with Friends: Why a Good Book Club Will Improve Your Life - Phoebe 
Reeves, UC Clermont College 

Find out how sharing works of fiction, nonfiction, and poetry with a small, consistent circle of 
like-minded folks will make you saner, happier, and maybe even a better teacher. Ignite-inspired 
Sessions 

135 Reflexive Writing, internship experience — Jill Gomez, UC Clermont College 
 
The Integrative Process Model (IPM) (Kiser, 2012), is a structured reflective model that supports 
students in fieldwork, and offers a framework for reflexive practice. Students process their 
learning experiences through writing using a five step model. Traditional 

145 Use 'Em, Don't Lose 'Em: The Impact of an Embedded Tutor in Developmental Writing 
Courses – James Ecker and Lesley Dorhout, UC Clermont College 

Strategically using a tutor in an online, developmental writing course yielded promising results. 
In this pilot, a majority of students (69%) develop both time management strategies and their 
writing skills with the aid of the embedded tutor. As a result the quality of writing improved 
significantly throughout the semester. 

160 The Effects of Linguistic and Demographic Features on Placement Test Levels: Logistic 
Regression – Eunjeong Park, The Ohio State University 

This study examined the influence of the type-token ratio (TTR), tokens, gender, the college 
type, graduate status, and age on placement test levels (i.e., low vs. intermediate) through logistic 
regression. The findings seem to support an evidence of applying the TTR and tokens to assess 
students’ placement test essays. Traditional 

12:00 – 12:30 PM:  LUNCH (SAC) 

12:45 – 1:40 PM:  Keynote Speaker – Dr. Kathleen Yancey 

1:40 – 2:10 PM: Onsite Visits: 

Writing Center – McDonough 110 
ePortfolios – (TLC) McDonough 100) 
Publishers – SAC 
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2:20 – 3:00 PM – Session 4 

Room # Title/Presenter(s) 

 
105 “Crawl. Walk. Run. Working with Student Veterans in the Writing Classroom”– 

Christopher Collins, University of Cincinnati 

A Q&A participant-generated session for graduate students, adjunct faculty, and other faculty 
who have not worked with student-veterans in the writing classroom. The purpose of the session 
is to allay uncertainties about working with student-veterans in the composition and creative 
writing classroom. Traditional 

115 Diversity and Connection: Developing and Utilizing Ethical Emotive Criticism for 
Literature and Writing – Cassie Fetters, Timothy Combes, Aaron Fletcher, and Melissa 
Kirschner, UC Clermont College 

This panel of students and their professor uses "ethical emotive literary criticism" to develop 
critical thinking and writing skills necessary to understand texts from ethnic American writers 
and to develop those understandings into synthesized writings that expose universal themes. 
Panel 

125 Engaging Writing Opportunities for Second Language Learners Across Content Areas– 
Helen Vassiliou, Lakota Local Schools 

Diverse learners often need multiple pathways and opportunities to engage them in writing to 
share their thinking. It is imperative that educators provide multiple avenues for diverse learners 
to attempt to write in English is a non-threatening way. Demonstration 

135 Let's Talk: Using Screencasts in the First-Year Writing Classroom– Megan Von Bergen, 
Emmaus Bible College 

This talk will demonstrate the role of screencasts in providing precise formative feedback in 
first-year writing courses. It will also showcase several methods for using screencasts, including 
hosting virtual conferences, modeling writing strategies, and commenting on student work. The 
audience will be invited to share their experiences using screencasts. Demonstration 

145 Reading strategies and social annotation in the composition course Michelle Sprouse, 
University of Michigan 

This session examines reading in the composition classroom building from a qualitative analysis 
of student annotations. Participants will explore social annotation tools that facilitate 
collaborative, strategic reading among students and instructor feedback on students’ reading 
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strategies. Participants are encouraged to bring an electronic device to participate in this 
demonstration. Demonstration 

160 The NP Grade as a Tool for Student Success – Rebecca Proud, UC Clermont College 
 
Over a decade ago, the University of Cincinnati initiated an NP grade for 1001 and lower 
English Composition courses. The grade is given to students who attend class and turn in their 
work but need to take the course again in order to demonstrate proficiency. Does this grade 
impact student success? Do students eventually achieve success after receiving this grade? 
Traditional 

 
 

3:10 – 3:50 PM – Session 5 

Room # Title/Presenter(s) 

 
105 Teaching Writing through Personal Tragedy– Hank Stewart, UC Clermont College 

This session will focus on how to cope through personal tragedy while teaching English and 
writing. It will emphasize re-thinking teaching strategies, developing different curriculum, and 
altering student interaction. Panel 

 
115 Think Thematically, Write Cohesively: Thematic Progression for the Classroom– 

Christine Fiorite, Joliet Junior College 

Writing cohesive and coherent text can be especially difficult for linguistically and culturally 
diverse learners, and understanding thematic progression theory is the key. This session will 
include a brief overview of thematic pattering, how to incorporate it into your teaching, and a 
takeaway modifiable lesson plan.  Demonstration 

 
125 Providing Digital Feedback and Evaluation to Diverse Student Writers: Even a Caveman 

Can Do It! – Greg Sojka, UC Clermont College 

This session will describe how assignments and evaluations were transformed from "paper & 
pencil" methods into multiple digital literacy formats to enable diverse student writers to assess 
their progress and to improve their performance. Included will be a demonstration and "hands 
on practice will these tools. Demonstration 

135 Mobile Learning as Pratt’s “Linguistic Utopia:” Leveraging Mobile Devices to 

Democratize Composition Instruction – Robert Calton and Anne-Marie Calton, Case 
Western Reserve University 
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This presentation proposes ways in which we can better design, deliver, and assess mobile 
learning environments for a diversity of students in composition classrooms. The emerging scene 
of using mobile devices for composition instruction is ripe for inclusiveness, and can be 
considered an iteration of Mary Louise Pratt’s “linguistic utopia.” Traditional 

145 2) Engaging Diversity by Encouraging Peer Review Beyond the Margin – Deborah 
Oesch-Minor, Indiana University Purdue University – Indianapolis 

During our TED-style talks, we will share ideas for carving out comfortable spaces for peer 
workshops, share sample prompts and share stories of students finding colleagues and 
confidence during their first year seminar experiences.  TED-Style Talk 

160 “Sonny’s Blues” and Social Capital: A Culturally Responsive Writing Assignment – 
Karin Admiraal, UC Blue Ash 

This interactive presentation invites participants to consider and discuss a series of writing 
assignments that allows students to explore the concept of social capital and consider the strength 
and potential of their own social networks. Traditional 

 
 
 
Presentation Schedule 

Saturday,  June 10 

8:00 – 8:30 AM:  Registration and Breakfast Student Activities Center (SAC) 

8:30 – 9:30 AM: Keynote Speaker: Dr. Amanda Hayes 
 

9:40 – 10:20 AM – Session 1 

Room # Title/Presenter(s) 
 

 

105 "You're Soaking in It": Resuscitating Syntactic Consciousness through Demystified 
Terminology – Jim Knippling, University of Cincinnati 

Eliminating phrases such as "independent clauses" and "subordinate clauses" from the Basic 
Writing classroom can help to reconcile students with their native language. Metaphors will be 
deployed in the stead of these forbidding, cumbersome, and wearisome terms in order to make 
the rules of syntax clear and inviting. Traditional 
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115 Digital Storytelling: A Powerful tool for Diversity and Literacy – Shaily Parihar, Purdue 
University 

This presentation will demonstrate how Digital Story Telling is used to create personal narratives 
that not only incorporates diversity in class, but also educates students about digital literacy, 
Visual Literacy, and Information Literacy (Copyright) through 4 stages of the assignment: 
Educational value of their topic, Script Writing and choosing free images, Recording their 
narration and Publishing. Traditional 

125 Preparing Diverse Writers: Reflections on a Partnership between High School and 
College Classrooms – Libby Anthony, Susanna Clason, Ashley Martin, Donald Deems, 
Anna Hensley, UCBA 

Composition faculty from an open-access, regional college collaborated with English teachers 
from a local public high school to observe classrooms, students, and teaching methods across 
educational contexts. In this presentation, panelists will offer their reflections on the partnership 
and share strategies for teaching diverse, first generation, underprepared students. Panel 

135 Spaces of and for Translingualism: Realities of Hybridity and Linguistic Ingenuity at a 
Border HSI – Beatrice Mendez Newman -- The University of Texas Rio Grande Valley 

Using writing and classroom experiences of students from a large HSI on the U.S.-Mexico 
border, this presentation explores how translingual writers hybridize Spanish and English 
through macro and micro linguistic crossings. We will consider how theoretical constructs about 
translingualism can be operationalized in composition classrooms while avoiding stereotyping 
and reductivism. Demonstration 

145 Exploring the Topography of the Self with an L2 Writer’s Compass – Dania Ammar, 
University of New Mexico 

As a Syrian-Palestinian refugee, a Saudi-born woman, a nominal Muslim, an introvert in an 
extroverted world, and a second-language writer and writing teacher in the US, I reflect on 
relevant socio-/racio-linguistic ideologies and pedagogies that fashioned my identity in the 
different phases of my writing literacy journey. Traditional 

160 When Diversity Meets Adolescence: The Rise of High School Students in College 
Writing Classrooms – Anthony Edgington, University of Toledo 

This presentation will focus on the increasing high school student population in college writing 
courses through Ohio’s College Credit Plus program and what effects this rising population is 
having on the staffing, teaching, and administration of those courses. Traditional 



 

10:30 – 11:10 AM – Session 2 

Room # Title/Presenter(s) 
 

 

105 (Un)-Meaning Made Visible: Explaining American Modernism in Survey course – Anu 
Chatterjee, UC Clermont College 

Teaching complex concepts like “Literary Modernism” are particularly challenging in our 
regional campus where more literature courses are taken to complete a requirement. A cross 
disciplinary activity between literature and art opened up the opportunity for a nuanced 
understanding and pushing the limits of language. Traditional 

115 Engaging Diverse Voices: Bridging Opposing Views to Build Commonality IRL and 
Online – Stephanie Greer, Kent State University Geauga 

In a media landscape dominated by polarizing rhetoric, writing instructors have a renewed 
responsibility to thoughtfully engage students. Utilizing a multimodal assignment, Rogerian and 
Toulmin argument models can be applied and assessed by students in real-world and online 
settings to foster empathy for opposing viewpoints by analyzing assumptions. Traditional 

125  What We Learn From Veterans: Best Practices for Diverse Writers in Diverse Contexts – 
Mariana Grohowski, Karen Springsteen, Joanna Want, Indiana University Southeast 

This panel highlights military veterans as diverse writers engaged in academic, community- 
based, and personal writing. Each speaker will describe a writing or research context and suggest 
how specialized knowledge of veterans gained within it leads to a best practice for writing 
pedagogy or research applicable to a diversity of writers. Panel 

 
135  Helping Content Area Teachers Become Writing Teachers - Providing Meaningful 

Feedback –Corbin Moore, Ohio Council for the Social Studies, Hamilton City Schools 
 
Do you avoid assigning writing because you get overwhelmed reading essays and providing 
feedback? Learn how automated-essay scorers and peer-review can reduce your workload while 
creating a student-centered learning environment. Traditional 

 
145 Beyond the Alphabetic Text: Writing Processes for Multimodal/Multimedia Projects 

with MindTap Multimedia Reader– Vanessa Coloura, Audrey Wick, Cengage/Qunicy College 
 
This interactive demonstration will explore ways to create multimodal projects that engage 
students and enhance their critical thinking and writing skills using MindTap Multimedia 
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Reader. Participants will come away with new strategies for teaching the multimodal composing 
process that are easy to customize and implement for their students. Demonstration 

 
160 Whose Literacy Matters? Exploring Methods – Reshma Ramkellawan, Ad Astra Per 

Aspera Consulting 

Literacy practices in charter schools are believed to be in alignment with neo-liberal educational 
practices. English or literacy teachers within charter school settings are tasked with engaging in a 
dialogical approach to their instruction. They must navigate the philosophical ideologies of their 
school while simultaneously utilizing pedagogical practices that reflect the constructs of their 
educator identity. The tension that arises from this juxtaposition manifests in the form of literacy 
instruction. Traditional 

 

11:20 – 12:00 PM – Session  3 

Room # Title/Presenter(s) 
 

 

105 An Argument for Writing Characters of Color – Meiloni Erickson, Community College 
of Allegheny County 

Creative writers are encouraged to be diverse in their characters and story worlds, yet are 
questioned for including characters of color. Why is that? Does there need to be a reason 
a character is non-white? Creative minds unite to discuss. Roundtable 

115 Challenging Students in an Honors Section of Intermediate Composition – Gary Vaughn, 
University of Cincinnati 

Honors students at the University of Cincinnati have diverse backgrounds and interests but share 
a thirst for knowledge and a need to be challenged. This presentation examines ways to appeal to 
them in the intellectual and affective domains through a writing course focusing on literacy, 
genre study, and ethnographic research. Traditional 

 
125 Deconstructing Authority: Pedagogical Risk Taking in the Writing Classroom – Cassie 

Fetters, Anu Chatterjee, Phoebe Reeves, UC Clermont College 
 
This presentation addresses the challenge of moving students from treating the literary text as a 
moral lesson towards a more nuanced reading, by engaging in risk-taking. Such risks often lead 
students towards critical thinking and discovering new, strengthened voices. Traditional 

 
135 Making the Writing Center Welcoming using Universal Design: Attracting Clients and 

Consultants from all Backgrounds – Laura Leavitt, Earlham College 
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In this presentation, a case study of a small liberal arts college writing center will be presented. 
The presentation will focus on the practical steps that have increased both consultant and client 
diversity, as well as the literature that has informed those practical steps. Traditional 

 
145 Language Ideology and Foucauldian Analysis of YouTube Discourse – Ashok Bhusal, 

University of Texas at El Paso 
This paper attempts how Nepalis in particular, and ESL speakers in general, use YouTube to 
express their language ideology with their acceptance of and resistance against the dominant 
discourse. I am a first-year PhD student in composition and rhetoric at the University of Texas at 
El Paso. My research interests focus on issues of social justice, race and ethnicity, rhetoric of 
law, open access, composition pedagogies, and multilingual writing. I have extensive teaching 
and tutoring experiences with both domestic and international students. Traditional 

160 Culturally Attuned Pedagogy: Exploring Multiple Cultural Realities– Reshma 
Ramkellawan, Ad Astra Per Aspera Consulting 

This demonstration provides participants with theory based strategies for developing culturally 
attuned pedagogy that addresses students' cultural realities. Demonstration 

 
12:10 – 12:40 PM:  Lunch SAC 

12:40 – 1:10 PM:  Publishers – SAC 
 
 
1:20 – 2:00 PM – Session 4 

Room # Title/Presenter(s) 

 
105 Student Self-Perception in Basic Writing and ALP: Perspectives from Students Who 

Completed Both – Jessica Winck, Shawnee State University 

This presentation addresses the self-perceptions of students at an open-admissions university in 
an Appalachian region of Ohio. After not passing a basic writing course, these students enrolled 
in a co-requisite ALP course and reflected on their time in basic writing. Their experiences 
suggest new perspectives on the politics of remediation. Traditional 

115 Authority in the Education: Perceived White Instructor Navigation of Diverse Texts with 
Diverse Students– Kristi Howard, Meiloni Erickson, Community College of Allegheny 
County 
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This presentation will discuss the struggle and necessity of maintaining neutrality and fostering 
discussion of Ta-Nehisi Coates’ Between the World and Me, during workshops and reading 
groups in a writing center with instructors who often identify or present as white. Traditional 

125 Working with Linguistically Diverse Students: Fostering Collaboration between the 
Writing Center and First-Year Writing – Melinda Harrison, Kathleen Kryger, Sarah 
Hercula, Cristina Sanchez-Martin, University of Alabama at Birmingham 

This panel centers on writing instruction for culturally and linguistically diverse students, 
exploring connections between the first-year writing classroom and writing center consultations, 
including: 1) addressing the priorities of the instructor, consultant, and student; 2) building on 
students’ prior literacy experiences; and 3) helping students analyze various rhetorical situations. 
Panel 

 
135 Best practices for teaching business communication students to write well-organized, 

visually attractive, and reader-friendly cell phone messages – Brian Clark, Miami 
University; Thomas Clark, Daniel Jaramillo, Xavier University 

This presentation describes an exercise designed to teach undergraduate business communication 
students to write email and text messages appropriate for cell phone screens. We describe rubrics 
for organization, argument and visual design, including the use of headings, bullets, and white 
space and share examples of “before and after” student messages. Demonstration 
		

145 We Have to Start Trusting Our Students: Working toward Antiracist, Social Justice 
Pedagogy – Scott Hendrix, University of Michigan 

This presentation explores Asao Inoue’s 2014 assertion that “students find reasons to learn and 
grow as writers when their labor is truly honored” in the contexts of basic writing student 
reflection and contract grading, informal observer-generated verbal critique of student 
conductors, and guided observer-generated critique of student conductors. The results of this 
case study will have application for classroom teaching in fields of study where the assimilation 
of specific skill sets is important. Traditional 

 
160 What is “basic” about basic writing? A comparison of student writing across the 

composition spectrum – Alex Chege, Ruth Benander, UCBA 

Researchers looked at 80 source based student essays, from the lowest level of basic writing to 
the intermediate composition course, to see how student writing changes and does not change 
over the course of the composition sequence. Traditional 
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2:10 – 2:50 PM – Session  5 

Room # Title/Presenter(s) 
 

 

105 Confronting the “Writing Center Paradox”: Conforming, Transforming, and Empowering 
Diverse Student Writers – Claire Crane, Xavier University 

Despite a writing center pedagogy focusing on empowering diverse writers, administration, 
faculty, and students often expect centers to serve as “fix-it shops” for language and composition 
issues. By improving communication and embracing a transitional position that both 
acknowledges conforming to academic expectations and questions them, centers can become 
more effective. Traditional 
		
115 Gamifying a First Year Composition Course with Achievements and Levels in Place Of 

Grades – Eric Mast, UC Clermont College 

This presentation will explain the design of a gamified online first year composition course. The 
design is based on adaptive learning and four component instructional design. Students advance 
through varying levels of competency and earn achievement badges along the way. Traditional 

 
125 Intersecting Genres and Identities: Including Diverse Voices in Student Writing and 

Classroom Environments– Renea Fray, Xavier University 

Writing instructors often grapple with ways to include diverse student voices, perspectives, and 
identities in the classroom while still focusing on developing composing skills. This panel 
explores pedagogical approaches that include specific genres, assignments, and techniques to 
encourage diverse voices in the classroom that both support and expand student experiences. 
Panel 

 
135 “Raising Awareness of Hidden Illnesses while Teaching the Process Approach in an 

Introductory Writing Class” – Brain Clark, Miami University; Thomas Clark, Xavier 
University 

This session focuses on the efforts of a Faculty Learning Community (FLC) that is exploring the 
topic: A writing exercise in an introductory writing class that takes students through the process 
writing approach and also raises their awareness and understanding of individuals who suffer 
from a variety of Invisible Illnesses. Demonstration 

145 Connective Writing via Journal Blogging: A Study on Audience Diversity – Sharareh 
Taghizadeh Vahed, Purdue University 

This study reflects first-year composition students’ perceptions on the benefits of Connective 
Writing through keeping an online reading journal in the form of a blog. Connective Writing, 
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initially introduced by Richardson (2010) as a new writing genre, refers to the process of 
reflective writing for a more diverse audience which entails critical reading and modifying its 
subsequent reflective writing to fit audience preferences. Traditional 

160 A Comparative Study of Narrative Rhetoric between Chinese and American English 
Majors – Yebing Zhao, Miami University 

This essay aims to investigate and interpret similarities and differences between Chinese and 
English narrative rhetoric and then to shed light on cultivating EFL/ESL students into 
multilingual writers. Traditional 

 
 
3:00 – 3:40 PM – Session  6 

Room # Title/Presenter(s) 
 

 
 
105 The Multi-genre Research Project: Teaching Students the Research Skills for Academic 

Writing – New Capabilities – Patty Houston, University of Cincinnati 

The Multi-Genre Research Project: Teaching Students the Research Skills for Academic Writing 
will discuss ways to help students become more flexible writers by developing an awareness of 
how genre works. According to scholars who study students' ability to transfer knowledge from 
one context to another, genre knowledge, among other skills, helps students analyze and adapt to 
various writing situations. Traditional 

 

115 Three Instruments to Measure Motivational Diversity in FYC – Kelly Blewett, University 
of Cincinnati 

Motivational diversity impacts the writing classroom. This presentation will introduce—and give 
audience members an opportunity to experience—three instruments that measure student 
motivation to write. The speaker will discuss how these instruments have been used in research 
and teaching. Traditional 

 
125 Distance Learning and the Nontraditional Student: Teaching Research Writing in the 21st 

Century – Linwood Rumney, Union Institute & University 

Online education has boomed over the last decade, presenting opportunities for many, but 
training for online educators is lagging far behind course implementation. In this presentation, a 
writing teacher who teaches primarily online will discuss some theoretical concepts and best 
practices for teaching undergraduate research writing for nontraditional students. Traditional 
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Conference Co-chairs: 

145 “Manipulating Words:” Using the Cut-Up Method to Help Students Identify as Writers – 
Adam Burkey, University of Cincinnati 

In this presentation, the presenter demonstrates his use of William S. Burroughs’ cut-up method 
in composition classes at UC-Blue Ash to foster deeper levels of reflection and help students 
overcome apprehensions about identifying as writers. Traditional 
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